LEGEND

- - - - IC OR PAT. BDY.
- - - - - - WATER EXCLUSION BDY.
- - - - - NS NATIVE SELECTION
- - - - - STATE SELECTION
- - - - - FED. DETERMINED NAVIGABLE
- - - - - STATE DETERMINED NAVIGABLE
- - - - - AIR STRIP EASEMENT
- - - - - NS/SS NATIVE & STATE SELECTION
- - - - - EXISTING TRAIL EASEMENT
- - - - - CAMPSITE / PARKING EASEMENTS
- - - - - PROPOSED TRAIL EASEMENT
- - - - - NATIONAL CONSERVATION UNIT BDY.
- - - - - PENDING NATIVE ALLOTMENT
- - - - - ROAD EASEMENT
- - - - - PROPOSED TRAIL EASEMENT

RESERVED EASEMENTS

No easements reserved